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Iterative Inversion of Structured Matrices
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Abstract: Iterative processes for the inversion of structured matrices can be further
improved by using a technique for compression and reﬁnement via the least-squares computation. We review such processes and elaborate upon incorporation of this technique
into the known frameworks.
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Introduction

Structured matrices such as Toeplitz, Hankel, Vandermonde, and Cauchy matrices as well
as matrices with a structure generalizing the latter classes are omnipresent in computations
for sciences, engineering, and signal processing. Displacement representations of such a
matrix enable its fast multiplication by a vector and expression of its inverse via the
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solutions of a few linear systems of equations. The latter problems (of inversion and linear
system solving) are highly important for the theory and practice of computing.
Some eﬀective direct solution algorithms exploiting the displacement representation
can be found , e.g., in [19, 20, 5, 7, 14, 32, 21, 26]. Alternative iterative methods were
proposed, e.g., in [22, 23, 25, 24, 33, 27, 3, 28]. The latter methods nontrivially extend
some preceding work for general input matrices [2, 34, 30] and can be most eﬀective for
well-conditioned inputs.
We brieﬂy survey the state of the art in Sections 2–5. In particular, in Section 5 we
cover two policies of keeping matrices compressed during the iterative process. In Section
6, we cover another technique based on the least-squares computation, which in addition
enables both compression and reﬁnement of the computed approximations to the inverse
(see Theorem 6.1). We elaborate upon incorporation of this technique into the known
frameworks for iterative inversion. Section 7 demonstrates the validity of the method by
numerical experiments.
Due to the well-known close correlation between computations with structured matrices
and with polynomials and rational functions [26], many fundamental algebraic computations such as polynomial multiplication and division, and polynomial and rational interpolation and multipoint evaluation can be reduced to operations with structured matrices.
So our work may serve as an example of eﬀective application af numerical methods to solve
fundamental problems of algebraic computation.
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Iterative matrix inversion

Newton’s iteration for matrix inversion
Xi+1 = Xi (2I + MXi ), i = 0, 1, . . .

(2.1)

deﬁnes a sequence of approximations X0 , X1 , . . . to −M −1 with the residuals I + MXi
and I + Xi M squared in each step (2.1). Thus the matrices Xi rapidly converge to −M −1
if initially the norms I + MXi  and/or I + Xi M are substantially less than 1. In
some cases an initial approximation X0 can be supplied from outside; otherwise it can be
generated according to some rules speciﬁed in [2, 30, 28, 34] and [26, Chapter 6]. (See
also the homotopy/continuation approach in [26, Chapter 6] and [28].) There are certain
policies allowing convergence acceleration, such as
Xi+1 = ai Xi (2I + MXi ), i = 0, 1, . . . ,

(2.2)

decreasing the number of steps by a factor of 2 versus (2.1) for scalars ai speciﬁed in [30]
(cf. [26, page 191]), and
Xi+1 = Xi (I + Ri + Ri2 + . . . + Rip−1 ), Ri = I + MXi , i = 0, 1, . . . .

(2.3)

Note that Ri+1 = Rip under (2.3), multiplication of p matrix pairs is needed per step (2.3),
and processes (2.2) and (2.3) turn into (2.1) where ai = 1 for all i and p = 2, respectively.
2

3

Structured matrices

Iterative inversion is most eﬀective for structured matrices, for which matrix-matrix and
matrix-vector multiplication can be performed at a low computational cost (using O(n log n)
or O(n log2 n) ﬂops, versus the order of n3 for n × n general matrices).
Table 3.1 displays the most popular classes of structured matrices. Each of these
n × n matrices is completely deﬁned by n, 2n − 1, or 2n parameters. More generally, many
other matrices with similar structures can be represented with O(n) parameters as follows.
Associate with a ﬁxed class of structured matrices M a pair of operator matrices A and B
such that the Sylvester and/or Stein displacements of M,
A,B (M) = M − AMB = GH T , ∇A,B (M) = AM − MB = GH T ,

(3.1)

respectively, have small rank r (called the displacement rank of M). The n × n matrix M
can be eﬀectively expressed via the columns of its displacement generator matrices G and
H of size n × r. Then operate with structured matrices represented in this compressed
form. We trace this important approach back to [18, 16, 15, 13] (cf. also [10, 19]); it has
a huge bibliography (cf. [14, 26, 17, 4] for surveys and details). We cover the Sylvester
displacement representation referring the reader to [26] and the references therein on the
dual Stein displacement representation.
Typical operator matrices are the unit f -circulant matrices,
Zf = (zi,j )n−1
i,j=0

(3.2)

where zi+1,i = 1, i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2, z0,n−1 = f, zi,j = 0 if (i − j) mod n = 1, and
n−1
diagonal matrices, Ds = diag(si )n−1
i=0 for s = (si )i=0 . Table 3.2 shows operator matrices
associated with structured matrices of Table 3.1, the displacement rank, and the cost in
ﬂops for multiplication by a vector. For these operator matrices, the arithmetic cost of
multiplication of a structured matrix by a vector lies in O(rn log n) with the operators
∇Ze ,Zf and ∇Ze ,ZfT (that is, in the Toeplitz/Hankel, T/H, case) and in O(rn log2 n) with
the operators ∇D(t),ZfT and ∇D(s),D(t) (that is, in the Vandermonde/Cauchy, V/C, case).

4

Structured iterative inversion via
matrix-by-vector multiplication

The acceleration of iterative inversion of structured matrices is achieved by reducing processes (2.1)–(2.3) to matrix-by-vector multiplication. Similarly to (3.1), write
∇B,A (Xk ) = Gk HkT

(4.1)

where Gk , Hk are n × l matrices, r ≤ l = l(k) ≤ n, and observe that iteration (2.2) can be
performed by computing the generators
Gi+1 = (ai+1 (2I + Xi M)Gi , ai+1 Gi , ai+1 Xi Gi ),
3

(4.2)

Table 3.1: Four classes of structured matrices
Toeplitz matrices (ti−j )n−1
i,j=0
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

t0
t1
..
.

tn−1

Hankel matrices (hi+j )n−1
i,j=0

⎞
t−1 · · · t1−n
.. ⎟
..
.
. ⎟
t0
⎟
..
..
. t−1 ⎠
.
· · · t1
t0


Vandermonde matrices tji

⎛

h0
h1
..
.

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝
hn−1

n−1
i,j=0

⎛
⎞
1 t0 · · · tn−1
0
⎜1 t1 · · · tn−1 ⎟
1
⎜
⎟
⎜ ..
.. ⎟
⎝.
. ⎠
n−1
1 tn−1 · · · tn−1

⎞
h1 · · · hn−1
.
h2 ..
hn ⎟
⎟
.. ⎟
. ..
.
.
.
. ⎠
hn · · · h2n−2

Cauchy matrices
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1
s0 −t0
1
s1 −t0

···
···

1
sn−1 −t0

···

..
.

1
si −tj

n−1
i,j=0

1
s0 −tn−1
1
s1 −tn−1

..
.

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

1
sn−1 −tn−1

Table 3.2: Structured matrix operator matrices
Matrix
Class

Pair of
Operator
Matrices

Displacement
Rank

# of Flops for
Multiplication
by Vector

Toeplitz (ti−j )i,j

Ze , Zf , e = f

≤2

O(n log n)

Hankel (hi+j )i,j

Ze , ZfT , ef = 1

≤2

O(n log n)

Vandermonde (tji )i,j

Dt , ZfT

≤1

O(n log2 n)

1
Cauchy ( si −t
)i,j
j

Ds , Dt

≤1

O(n log2 n)
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⎤
HiT
= ⎣ HiT MXi ⎦ ,
HiT Xi
⎡

T
Hi+1

(4.3)

for Xi+1 . For ai+1 = 1, this turns into a compressed version of iteration (2.1), and similar
expressions can be derived for process (2.3). Eq. (4.2) and (4.3) reduce step (2.2) (or (2.1))
to multiplication of the matrices M, M T , Xi , and XiT by l, l, 2l, and 2l vectors, respectively,
where l = l(i) is the length of the displacement generator for Xi . This means
cl,n,r = O((l + r)2 n logd n)

(4.4)

ﬂops per step (2.2) where d = 1 (in the T/H case) or d = 2 (in the V/C case), so it
is crucial to bound l = l(i) to make the iteration eﬀective. Typical initial choices of X0
achieve l0 ≤ r, but the process (4.2), (4.3) may inﬂate this to li = 3i l0 , so special care
should be taken periodically to keep computations eﬀective.
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Compression of the iterates via the truncation of
singular values or via substitution

To compress the iterates Xi+1 one should modify (2.1)–(2.3) as follows:
X̂i+1 = g(Xi , M),

Xi+1 = f (X̂i+1 )

(5.1)

where g(Xi, M) is the iteration deﬁned by (2.1), (2.2), or (2.3), and the function f (W )
deﬁnes a compression rule. Unfortunately, already with the ﬁrst compression step, the
theorems in [30] supporting acceleration by twice in (2.2) vs. (2.1) hold no more, so one
may either ensure a desired decrease of the residual norm in fewer steps (2.2) by postponing
compression (5.1) and thus involving more ﬂops per step or use compression and then risk
either divergence or a slow-down of convergence.
The ﬁrst simple policy of deﬁning f (X̂i+1 ) in (5.1) (proposed in [23], [25, 24] and
described as Subroutine R1 in [26, Section 6.4] is to truncate the smallest singular values
of the displacement
T
∇A,B (Xi+1 ) = Gi+1 Hi+1
.

(5.2)

Another policy [33, 27] (called compression by substitution and described as Subroutine R2
in [26, Section 6.5] is to replace (2.1)–(2.3) by the process
T
= H T g(Xi , M),
Gi+1 = g(Xi, M)G, Hi+1

(5.3)

requiring about cr,n,r ﬂops per step, that is, about as many ﬂops as in process (4.2), (4.3)
for l = r. The reader is referred to [23, 25, 27, 29] on the estimates for how much (or how
little) the above compression policies slow down the convergence.
5
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Compression using a least-squares criterion

The third policy is to compute a least-squares reﬁnement Gi+1 , Hi+1 of the displacement
generator Ĝi+1 , Ĥi+1 of the computed approximation X̂i+1 to M −1 such that
T
,
∇B,A (X̂i+1 ) = Ĝi+1 , Ĥi+1

(6.1)

Gi+1 = Ĝi+1 Yi+1,G , Hi+1 = Ĥi+1 Yi+1,H ,

(6.2)

NG = G − M Ĝi+1 Yi+1,G 2

(6.3)

NH = H − M T Ĥi+1 Yi+1,H 2

(6.4)

and the norms

and

are minimum over all l × r matrices Yi+1,G and Yi+1,H . The pair Gi+1 , Hi+1 is used as a
displacement generator representing the matrix
T
Xi+1 = ∇−1
B,A (Gi+1 Hi+1 )

of (5.2). Besides compression, this policy is also intended to reﬁne the approximation to
M −1 (see Theorem 6.1).
We consider two applications of this policy of compression and reﬁnement via leastsquares approximation:
(1) as an alternative for the policy of truncating the smallest singular values, in which
T
T
case the matrices ĜTi+1 , Ĥi+1
are deﬁned as GTi+1 , Hi+1
in (4.2), (4.3), and
(2) as a complement to the compression by substitution, in which case the matrices
T
T
are deﬁned as the matrices Gi+1 , Hi+1
in (5.3).
Ĝi+1 , Ĥi+1
In case (1), the Ĝi+1 , Ĥi+1 are n×l matrices, for l ≤ 3r, and are typically rank deﬁcient,
so the least-squares computation of Yi+1,G and Yi+1,H should rely on computing the SVD’s
of M Ĝi+1 and M T Ĥi+1 at the cost of performing 2(2n+11l)l2 ﬂops (see [11, pages 257,263])
or maybe on rank revealing QR factorization replacing the SVD’s. This clearly dominates
the (4l − 2)nr ﬂops required for computing the generator Gi+1 , Hi+1 in (6.2) but typically
(for small r) is dominated by cl,n,r ﬂops in (4.4) involved in the computations in (4.2),
(4.3).
In case (2), Ĝi+1 and Ĥi+1 are n × r matrices and typically have full rank; in this case,
instead of computing Yi+1,G and Yi+1,H based on the SVD’s, one may compute them simply
from the normal equations
(ĜTi+1 M T )M Ĝi+1 Yi+1,G = ĜTi+1 M T G,

(6.5)

T
T
(Ĥi+1
M)M T Ĥi+1 Yi+1,H = Ĥi+1
MH.

(6.6)
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This amounts to multiplication of each of the matrices M and M T by r vectors (that
is a fraction of cl,n,r ﬂops of (4.4)), 4r 2 (2n − 1) ﬂops for computing the coeﬃcients of
normal equations (6.5), (6.6), and 4r 4 /3 + 3r 3 ﬂops for solving these equations. Clearly,
computations in (6.1)–(6.4) compress the generator Ĝi+1 , Ĥi+1 to the smallest length r.
Their role for reﬁnement can be seen from the next theorem applied for
X∗ = Xi+1 , G∗ = Gi+1 , H∗ = Hi+1 .

(6.7)

Theorem 6.1. Let A, B, M, and X∗ be n × n matrices and let G, H, G− , H− , G∗ and H∗
be n × r matrices, 1 ≤ r < n, such that M is nonsingular,

Then

∇A,B (M) = AM − MB = GH T , rank(GH T ) = r,

(6.8)

∇B,A (−M −1 ) = M −1 ∇A,B (M)M −1 = G− H−T ,

(6.9)

G = MG− , M T H− = H,

(6.10)

T
∇B,A (X∗ ) = G∗ H∗T , X∗ = ∇−1
B,A (G∗ H∗ ).

(6.11)

M∇B,A (X∗ + M −1 )M = −GH T + MG∗ H∗T M
= −(G − MG∗ )H T − MG∗ (H T − H∗T M)
= −G(H T − H∗T M) − (G − MG∗ )H∗T M
= −G(H T − H∗T M) − (G − MG∗ )H T + (G − MG∗ )(H T − H∗T M).

Proof. We have M∇B,A (X∗ + M −1 )M = M(−G− H−T + G∗ H∗T )M (by (6.9) and (6.11)),
so M∇B,A (X∗ + M −1 )M = −GH T + MG∗ H∗T M (by (6.10)).
The computations in (6.1)–(6.4) minimize the 2-norms of approximations to G by MG∗
and to H by M T H∗ ; since G = MG− and H = M T H− , this should move G∗ closer to G−
and H∗ closer to H− .
By Theorem 6.1, we have
N = M∇B,A (X∗ + M −1 )M2 ≤
≤ G2 H T − H∗T M2 + G − MG∗ 2 H∗T M2 .

(6.12)

Hence, decreasing the norms H − M T H∗ 2 and G − MG∗ 2 leads to decreasing the
upper bound on the norm N and consequently on the error norm
−1 2
.
E = X∗ + M −1 2 ≤ N∇−1
B,A 2 M

7

In [26] and [31] quite tight upper and lower bounds on ∇−1
B,A 2 are derived for various
often used pairs of A and B. In particular by Corollary 8.10 of [31] we have
∇−1
Ze ,Zf 2

≤

√

r

|ẽf˜|

n−1
n

1

1

mini,j |e n ω i − f n ω j |

√
provided that ẽ = max{|e|, 1/|e|}, f˜ = max{|f |, 1/|f |}, ω = exp(2π −1/n), and the
operator is applied on the matrices of rank r.
We also note the respective bounds on the norms of the left and right residuals Rlef t,i =
I + Xi M and Rright,i = I + MXi :
Rlef t,i 2 ≤ EM2 ,

Rright,i 2 ≤ EM2 .

Remark 6.1. For a given displacement ∇A,B (M) the choice of the generator pair G, H
satisfying (3.1) is not unique but this choice does not aﬀect norm N of (6.12), which only
T
depends on GH T . This follows because Yi+1,G ,Yi+1,H
only depends on GH T as can be seen
from (6.5),(6.6) in the full rank case and from QR factorization of M Ĝi+1 and M T Ĥi+1
with column pivoting ([11, Section 5.4.1]) in the rank deﬁcient case.
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Numerical experiments

Let us specify a particular invertible displacement operator, which we used to perform the
numerical tests. We write
C + = Z+1 , C − = Z−1 (cf. (3.2)), and denote with C + (x) =

n
+ i−1
, C − (x) = ni=1 xi (C − )i−1 the (+1)-circulant and (−1)-circulant matrices
i=1 xi (C )
having x as the ﬁrst column. We recall from [6] that:
C + (x) = F diag(y)F H ,
C − (x) = DF diag(ŷ)F H D H ,
1
1
y = F H x, ŷ = F H D H x,
n
n
√
√
(i−1)(j−1)
)i,j=1,...,n ,
ω = cos(2π/n) + −1 sin(2π/n) = exp(2π −1/n)
F = (ω
√
√
D = diag(1, θ, θ2 , . . . , θn−1 ),
θ = cos(π/n) + −1 sin(π/n) = exp(π −1/n).
Consider the invertible operators
Δ+ (M) = C + M − MC −
Δ− (M) = C − M − MC + .
The following theorem summarizes some well known results (see, e.g., [1, 8, 9, 26]).
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(7.1)

Theorem 7.1. It holds that
+

Δ (M) =

k

i=1

1 −
C (ui )C + (Jv i ),
2
i=1
i=1
Δ− (M −1 ) = −M −1 Δ+ (M)M −1 ,
Δ− (M) =

k


1 +
⇔M =
C (ui )C − (Jv i ),
2 i=1
k

ui v Ti

k

ui v Ti ⇔ M = −

where J isthe permutation matrix having ones on the anti-diagonal. In particular, if
Δ+ (M) = ki=1 ui v Ti and det M = 0, we obtain
1  − −1
C (M ui )C + (JM −T v i ).
2 i=1
k

M −1 =

(7.2)

We have implemented the classical approach based on truncating the smallest singular
values and the new least squares cutting approach for the displacement operators Δ+ and
Δ− . The software was written in Matlab1 .
Experimental tests based on this algorithm clearly show that the new least squares
cutting approach gives more accurate results compared to the classical cutting for wellconditioned matrices. The algorithm is applied to 100 Toeplitz matrices M = T of size
100-by-100 where the entries of each Toeplitz matrix are uniformly random between zero
and one. For each of the 100 samples, the starting point is computed as T −1 ∗ (I + αl ∗ R),
where the entries of R are uniformly random between −1 and +1. The parameter αl is
determined such that the norm of the left residual I +X0 ∗T  equals 1 and the norm of the
right residual I + T ∗ X0  is larger than 1. Figure 1 gives a histogram of log10 (cond(T )).
Let Ri = I+Xi ∗T be the left residual for Xi . Then, the choice of our starting point guarantees that the convergence is reﬂected in the behaviour of the sequence R0 , R1 , . . .
because if we perform the Newton iteration without cutting, we have Ri+1  ≤ Ri 2 .
Figure 2 shows the results for these 100 samples. Each plot shows a histogram of
− log10 Ri  (as the x-coordinate) for i = 0, 3 and 6. The y-coordinate shows the number
of sampled matrices (out of the total of 100) with this value of Ri . The histograms at
the left show the results when the classical cutting is used while the histograms at the right
are corresponding to the least squares cutting.
In the ﬁrst iteration the residual norms are the same in all the tests, but already 3
iterations with the least squares cutting generically result in a signiﬁcantly smaller left
residual norm. This is illustrated in the histograms by the fact that the black area in
the right ﬁgure is shifted more towards the right compared to the left plot. In the 6th
iteration the diﬀerence between the two approaches shows up even more dramatically.
For ill-conditioned matrices the classical cutting performs better compared to the new
approach.
1

Matlab is a registered trademark of the MathWorks
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Figure 1: Histogram of log10 of the condition numbers of the 100 Toeplitz matrices.
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Conclusion

We ﬁrst recalled Newton’s iteration algorithms for the inversion of structured matrices
and then presented an alternative compression strategy based on a least-squares criterion.
The numerical experiments with inverting random Toeplitz matrices show that for wellconditioned matrices this new compression scheme results in fewer iteration steps to obtain
the same accuracy. Our experiments indicate that the approach is less eﬀective for illconditioned Toeplitz matrices. In a companion paper [35], we propose an alternative
initial iteration step which leads to a much more robust iteration scheme, especially when
the matrix is ill-conditioned. To come to a user-friendly, robust and eﬃcient iteration
scheme for approximating the inverse of a structured matrix, still a lot of research has to
be done. Several other cutting strategies are possible. Finding the right combination of all
the possible variants for inverting a speciﬁed Toeplitz matrix is not trivial.
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Appendix
Mathlab Programs for Experimental Computations

Row=1;
for n=100:1:100
n
for Beta = 1.00:0.1:1.00
Beta
RCount=0;
while RCount<100
RCount
II=eye(n);
%FF=zeros(n,n);
%ohm=cos(2*pi/n)+sqrt(-1)*sin(2*pi/n);
FF=n*ifft(II);
DD=zeros(n,n);
theta=cos(pi/n)+sqrt(-1)*sin(pi/n);
for i=1:n
DD(i,i)=theta^(i-1);
end
Cp=Cplus(Zeta(n),n);
Cm=Cmin(Zeta(n),n);
% construct random Toeplitz matrix

C=rand(n,1);
R=rand(1,n);
T=toeplitz(C,R);
% compute the inverse of T
Tinv=inv(T);
% some info on T
Tcond=cond(T)
DeltaT=Cp*T-T*Cm;
[UT,ST,VT]=svd(DeltaT);
disp('rank of Delta+ of T')
rank(DeltaT)
UT=UT(:,1:2);

VT=VT(:,1:2);
ST=ST(1:2,1:2);
UT=UT*sqrt(ST);
VT=VT*sqrt(ST);
% determine a good starting point or the Newton iteration
% alpha=input('alpha? ');
RR=rand(n,n);
lalpha=1.0e-4;
X=Tinv*(II+lalpha*(RR-0.5));
lnorm=norm(II-X*T);
% X=Tinv*(II+alpha*(rand(n,n)-0.5))+alpha*(rand(n,n)-0.5)*norm(Tinv);
ralpha=1;
X=Tinv*(II+ralpha*(RR-0.5));
rnorm=norm(II-X*T);
%X=Tinv*(II+alpha*(rand(n,n)-0.5))+alpha*(rand(n,n)-0.5)*norm(Tinv);
ii=40;
for i=1:ii
alpha=(lalpha+ralpha)/2;
X=Tinv*(II+alpha*(RR-0.5));
DeltaX=Cm*X-X*Cp;
% disp('rank of the perturbed inverse matrix :')
% rank(DeltaX)
% pause
[UX,SX,VX]=svd(DeltaX);
cut=2;
UX=UX(:,1:cut);
VX=VX(:,1:cut);
SX=SX(1:cut,1:cut);
SX2=sqrt(SX);
F=UX*SX2;
G=VX*SX2;
%X=invDeltaMinOld(F,G);
X=invDeltaMin(F,G,FF,DD);
normR=norm(II-X*T);
if normR > Beta
ralpha=alpha;
else
lalpha=alpha;
end;
normR
end

if(norm(II-T*X)>=1.0)
RCount=RCount+1;
condT(RCount)=Tcond;
end
disp('finito')

DeltaX=Cm*X-X*Cp;
% disp('rank of the perturbed inverse matrix :')
% rank(DeltaX)
% pause
[UX,SX,VX]=svd(DeltaX);
cut=2;
UX=UX(:,1:cut);
VX=VX(:,1:cut);
SX=SX(1:cut,1:cut);
SX2=sqrt(SX);
F=UX*SX2;
G=VX*SX2;
X0=invDeltaMin(F,G,FF,DD);
%X0=invDeltaMinOld(F,G);
% check the accuracy of this starting point
normL1=norm(II-X0*T)
normR1=norm(II-T*X0)
% apply Newton iteration using the traditional cutting approach
it=20;
normL=zeros(1,it+1);
normR=zeros(1,it+1);
normL(1)=normL1;
normR(1)=normR1;
X=X0;
cut=2;
for i=1:it
X=2*X-X*T*X;
DeltaX=Cm*X-X*Cp;
[UX,SX,VX]=svd(DeltaX);
UX=UX(:,1:cut);
VX=VX(:,1:cut);
SX=SX(1:cut,1:cut);

SX2=sqrt(SX);
F=UX*SX2;
G=VX*SX2;
X=invDeltaMin(F,G,FF,DD);
% X=invDeltaMinOld(F,G);
normL(i+1)=norm(II-X*T);
normR(i+1)=norm(II-T*X);
end;
normLc(Row,:)=normL;
normRc(Row,:)=normR;
% apply Newton iteration using no cutting
it=20;
normL=zeros(1,it+1);
normR=zeros(1,it+1);
normL(1)=normL1;
normR(1)=normR1;
X=X0;
for i=1:it
X=2*X-X*T*X;
normL(i+1)=norm(II-X*T);
normR(i+1)=norm(II-T*X);
end;
normLn(Row,:)=normL;
normRn(Row,:)=normR;
% apply Newton iteration using least squares cutting
it=20;
normL=zeros(1,it+1);
normR=zeros(1,it+1);
normL(1)=normL1;
normR(1)=normR1;
X=X0;
for i=1:it
X=2*X-X*T*X;
DeltaX=Cm*X-X*Cp;
[UX,SX,VX]=svd(DeltaX);
SX2=sqrt(SX);
UX=UX*SX2;
VX=VX*SX2;
UX=UX(:,1:6);

VX=VX(:,1:6);
Ft=(T*UX)\UT;
Gt=(-T'*VX)\VT;
F=UX*Ft;
G=VX*Gt;
X=invDeltaMin(F,G,FF,DD);
% X=invDeltaMinOld(F,G);
normL(i+1)=norm(II-X*T);
normR(i+1)=norm(II-T*X);
end;
normLl(Row,:)=normL;
normRl(Row,:)=normR;
Row = Row+1;
end
end
end

Row=1;
for n=100:1:100
n
for Beta = 1.00:0.1:1.00
Beta
RCount=0;
while RCount<100
RCount
II=eye(n);
%FF=zeros(n,n);
%ohm=cos(2*pi/n)+sqrt(-1)*sin(2*pi/n);
FF=n*ifft(II);
DD=zeros(n,n);
theta=cos(pi/n)+sqrt(-1)*sin(pi/n);
for i=1:n
DD(i,i)=theta^(i-1);
end
Cp=Cplus(Zeta(n),n);
Cm=Cmin(Zeta(n),n);
% construct random Toeplitz matrix

C=rand(n,1);
R=rand(1,n);
T=toeplitz(C,R);
% compute the inverse of T
Tinv=inv(T);
% some info on T
Tcond=cond(T)
DeltaT=Cp*T-T*Cm;
[UT,ST,VT]=svd(DeltaT);
disp('rank of Delta+ of T')
rank(DeltaT)
UT=UT(:,1:2);

VT=VT(:,1:2);
ST=ST(1:2,1:2);
UT=UT*sqrt(ST);
VT=VT*sqrt(ST);
% determine a good starting point or the Newton iteration
% alpha=input('alpha? ');
RR=rand(n,n);
lalpha=1.0e-4;
X=Tinv*(II+lalpha*(RR-0.5));
lnorm=norm(II-X*T);
% X=Tinv*(II+alpha*(rand(n,n)-0.5))+alpha*(rand(n,n)-0.5)*norm(Tinv);
ralpha=1;
X=Tinv*(II+ralpha*(RR-0.5));
rnorm=norm(II-X*T);
%X=Tinv*(II+alpha*(rand(n,n)-0.5))+alpha*(rand(n,n)-0.5)*norm(Tinv);
ii=40;
for i=1:ii
alpha=(lalpha+ralpha)/2;
X=Tinv*(II+alpha*(RR-0.5));
DeltaX=Cm*X-X*Cp;
% disp('rank of the perturbed inverse matrix :')
% rank(DeltaX)
% pause
[UX,SX,VX]=svd(DeltaX);
cut=2;
UX=UX(:,1:cut);
VX=VX(:,1:cut);
SX=SX(1:cut,1:cut);
SX2=sqrt(SX);
F=UX*SX2;
G=VX*SX2;
%X=invDeltaMinOld(F,G);
X=invDeltaMin(F,G,FF,DD);
normR=norm(II-X*T);
if normR > Beta
ralpha=alpha;
else
lalpha=alpha;
end;
normR
end

if(norm(II-T*X)>=1.0)
RCount=RCount+1;
condT(RCount)=Tcond;
end
disp('finito')

DeltaX=Cm*X-X*Cp;
% disp('rank of the perturbed inverse matrix :')
% rank(DeltaX)
% pause
[UX,SX,VX]=svd(DeltaX);
cut=2;
UX=UX(:,1:cut);
VX=VX(:,1:cut);
SX=SX(1:cut,1:cut);
SX2=sqrt(SX);
F=UX*SX2;
G=VX*SX2;
X0=invDeltaMin(F,G,FF,DD);
%X0=invDeltaMinOld(F,G);
% check the accuracy of this starting point
normL1=norm(II-X0*T)
normR1=norm(II-T*X0)
% apply Newton iteration using the traditional cutting approach
it=20;
normL=zeros(1,it+1);
normR=zeros(1,it+1);
normL(1)=normL1;
normR(1)=normR1;
X=X0;
cut=2;
for i=1:it
X=2*X-X*T*X;
DeltaX=Cm*X-X*Cp;
[UX,SX,VX]=svd(DeltaX);
UX=UX(:,1:cut);
VX=VX(:,1:cut);
SX=SX(1:cut,1:cut);

SX2=sqrt(SX);
F=UX*SX2;
G=VX*SX2;
X=invDeltaMin(F,G,FF,DD);
% X=invDeltaMinOld(F,G);
normL(i+1)=norm(II-X*T);
normR(i+1)=norm(II-T*X);
end;
normLc(Row,:)=normL;
normRc(Row,:)=normR;
% apply Newton iteration using no cutting
it=20;
normL=zeros(1,it+1);
normR=zeros(1,it+1);
normL(1)=normL1;
normR(1)=normR1;
X=X0;
for i=1:it
X=2*X-X*T*X;
normL(i+1)=norm(II-X*T);
normR(i+1)=norm(II-T*X);
end;
normLn(Row,:)=normL;
normRn(Row,:)=normR;
% apply Newton iteration using least squares cutting
it=20;
normL=zeros(1,it+1);
normR=zeros(1,it+1);
normL(1)=normL1;
normR(1)=normR1;
X=X0;
for i=1:it
X=2*X-X*T*X;
DeltaX=Cm*X-X*Cp;
[UX,SX,VX]=svd(DeltaX);
SX2=sqrt(SX);
UX=UX*SX2;
VX=VX*SX2;
UX=UX(:,1:6);

VX=VX(:,1:6);
Ft=(T*UX)\UT;
Gt=(-T'*VX)\VT;
F=UX*Ft;
G=VX*Gt;
X=invDeltaMin(F,G,FF,DD);
% X=invDeltaMinOld(F,G);
normL(i+1)=norm(II-X*T);
normR(i+1)=norm(II-T*X);
end;
normLl(Row,:)=normL;
normRl(Row,:)=normR;
Row = Row+1;
end
end
end

